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PREFACE 

To afford justice to the paper, History of the Prevocational Trade Based Course: Darwin 

Community College to Institute of T AFE, it is necessary to establish how the course came to 

eventuate. The paper looks briefly at the planning and development of the DCC and highlights 

the major changes as it moved through to the DIT era and to the present, Institute of TAFE. 

The developments of the course and its origin have been outlined from the failure of the school 

system to prepare properly students for Apprenticeships and careers in trades. The paper has 

looked at several main themes which have been promulgated through out. The themes are, the 

curriculum, development and changes from 1982 to date, student population in the course and 

funding for the course, operation, staffing and considerations of management. 

This paper does not seek to explain, analysis or offer opinions as to why certain 

decisions/directions where taken, but merely details the history of the course. This paper, will 

in places leave the reader somewhat up in the air with regards to details. Various course 

administrators, early in the history of the course have not detailed accurately the activities that 

occurred at the time. 

The data for this paper has been collected from several sources including current files, Archival 

Files, discussion/interviews with past and present course coordinator, handbooks and the 

current management who administer the course. 

The paper concludes by speculating on the direction of the course and which way it might 

proceed in the future, given the new authority in the NT, changes within TAFE, government 

direction and policy and staffing for the 21st Century-Phase One. 
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INTRODUCTION 

FROM WHAT TO WHERE? 

The Northern Territory University, Institute of TAPE has developed through four major stages. 
Initially there was the Darwin Community College (DCC), then the Darwin Institute of 
Technology (DIT) followed by the amalgamation of the University College of the Northern 
Territory amalgamated with the DIT to form the Northern Territory University (NTU). 

PLANNING 

Prior to the setting up of the DCC, Johnson (1989, p  2) had discovered Darwins population 
had grown considerably. By 1968, the enrolments had reached 3500. Archival File 76/18 1 
states that the Commonwealth Government saw the necessity for post school education in 
Darwin. They commissioned M H Bowen, then Director of TAPE in South Australi,to form a 
committee to address the problem. This committee submitted its report to the Commonwealth 
Minister of Education and Science, Malcolm Fraser in September 1968. 

During August 1969 the Minister announced a planning committee to be headed by Bowen and 
have other eminent persons such as Bill Patterson and a Chairperson, Keith Coughlan of the 
Department of Education in Canberra. The committee submitted its report to the Minister in 
February 1970 and its recommendations where expected to be accepted in their entirety, this 
included matters such as the appointment of an Interim Council in 1971. 

A second report by the committee in October 1970 related predominantly to the Colleges 
governing body and appropriate administrative arrangements as well as the stages of 
development being submitted to the Government. Construction commenced at the Casuarina 
site in 1972 and key staff where appointed in July 1973 when the College became a fully 
autonomous institution. 

The position of principal was advertised internationally and resulted in the appointment of J R 
Flint in September 1972 to the position. One Program Chairman was appointed in September 
1972 followed by another one in July 1973. It was envisaged that a further 68 academic staff 
positions would be advertised in September 1973 and appointments would be in the post for 
January 1974. The Interim Council would take up business at the first Council Meeting in 



1974 consisted of fifteen members, including Bishop K Mason, Anglican Bishop of the NT 
who was elected the first chairman of the Council. 

DARWIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

Johnson (ibid) stated there where six main education areas that the College was to originally 
concentrate on. These were: 

* Technology and Science 
* Applied Arts 
* Continuing Education 
* Tertiary and Commerce 
* Teacher Education 
* School of Australian Linguistic 

In December 1974 Cyclone Tracy hit Darwin with devastating consequences as far as the 
College was concerned which was nearing completion of its early stages. Many buildings 
where destroyed and major reconstruction needed to occur. The effects of Cyclone Tracy 
where to linger for a considerable period. The repairs and reconstruction of buildings 
continued progressively until 1976, with the upgrading of all buildings to the new building 
code. Also during the ensuring years of the DCC the academic structure had changed following 
the cyclone. Five academic schools now existed. They included: 

* School of Trades 
* Technology and Science 
* Business Management 
* General Studies 
* Creative and Applied Arts 

The DCC bubbled along growing from strength to strength over the years until 1984 until there 
was the redesignation from the Community College to an Institute of Technology. 

Throughout 1984 there was some considerable discussion about the re-naming of the DCC. 
Questions that were being posed by staff were, was it really necessary for a name change?; why 
do we need to look at these changes? These questions had been fielded in a memorandum by 
the Staff Association to the then Principal of the DCC, Joe Flint, appearing on Archival File 
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83/1. However, in December 1984 the name change did occur and the Principal of the past ten 
years was also replaced by a new Director of the Institute of Technology, Kevin Davis. 

The motives for the new change were immediately not clear. Johnson (1989, p  9) stated "the 
implications of this new identity and new direction only slowly began to be felt with the 
announcement of the new organisational structure. The Director was the Chief Executive 
Officer responsible for the Council for the Institutes development and management. TAFE and 
non-award courses were a large part of his role. Supporting the Director was the Deputy 
Director, Planning and Policy and the Deputy Director, Resources and Services". 

DARWIN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

To allow the new name change and new administrative management to occur, legislation was 
passed called the Act of The Northern Territory of Australia and assented to on the 12 
December 1984. This allowed for the establishment of the Northern Territory Council of 
Advanced Education whose function was to govern and administer the affairs of the DIT. 

The DIT was divided into four Faculties: 
Applied Science 
Business 
Education 
Arts 

The TAFE sector was the Faculty of Applied Science. The executive of the DIT comprised of 
the Dean of each Faculty plus the Director and Deputy Director of the DIT. Johnson(ibid) 
stated that during this phase, the student residences which where previously destroyed by 
Cyclone Tracy where re-built. 

Many courses and centres flourished during this period of time, such identities as the 
Aboriginal Task Force, 8 Top FM Radio Station and Media Resource Centre. Not all of the 
aims of the DIT were realised due to the push to develop a University presence in the NT. 

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY 

In December 1985 an agreement was forged between the University of Queensland, the NT 
Government and the University Planning Authority of the Northern Territory for the proposed 
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University College of the NT to offer higher education. Consequently, the University College 
of the NT opened in March 1987 in the refurbished old Darwin Hospital at Myilly Point. The 
NT now had both sectors of education within the NT, Higher Education and TAFE. 

Although the UCNT was officially opened in March 1987 enrolment of students took place for 
the first time in February 1987. Students were enrolled in courses leading to awards of the 
University of Queensland in the Arts and Sciences fields. 

The UCNT was not to live for very long as an entity however. By December 1987 The Green 
Paper Higher Education, A policy Discussion Paper circulated by the Honourable J S Dawkins 
MP, Minister for Employment and Training generated discussion on post school education 
around Australia. Lengthy debate took place on the discussion paper in February 1988 and 
finally the NT Minister for Education released a discussion paper on Higher Education in the 
NT listing three options for restructuring in the NT. The options outlined where: 

* Development of status quo with DIT and UCNT to remain as separate institutions 
* A federation of colleges, to include TAFE colleges 
* Merger of UCNT and DIT 

At the same time the Minister announced the formation of a Higher Education Planning Group 
to coordinate discussions and receive submissions with respect to the options outlined. In July 
1988 the committee reported to the Minister, recommending the merger of DIT and UCNT as 
well as the inclusion of an Institute of TAFE. The decision recommended was accepted by the 
Minister and legislation was prepared. The Northern Territory University Act was assented to 
in October 1988. 

NORTHERN TERRITORY UNIVERSITY 

In January 1989 the NTU enrolled its first students including those in the newly formed 
Institute of TAFE. A Faculty structure exists within the University Sector of the NTU. 
However the Institute of TAFE formed eight schools. 'They were: 

* School of Business 
* School of Construction 
* School of Electrical Trades 
* School of General Studies 
* School of Mechanical Trades 
* School of Technology 



* School of Tourism and Hospitality 
* School of Vocational Studies 

Constant turmoil and rationalization has continued to occur in the TAFE sector in the NT. The 
Education Department TAFE sector applied considerable pressure to the Institute of TAFE 
through Kath Phelan, Deputy Secretary, Post School Education and Training. With debate 
raging that there where to many school within the Institute of TAFE throughout 1991, 
management finally bowed to pressure although saying to staff for a long time that status quo 
would continue. The rationalisation was to see three schools disappear, with a new look 
structure commencing in January 1992. 

The ITAFE Board at its meeting of the 12 September 1991 endorsed the structure of eight 
Schools for 1992 after lengthy discussion. It should be noted that Phelans nomination, Richard 
Watkins requested his dissent be recorded in the minutes of the meeting. 

It would appear the issues of to many school and level of remuneration had been put to bed, 
however in the minutes of the ITAFE Executive 19 September 1991 the Chairman stated to the 
Executive "the issue related to the number and levels of Heads of Schools within ITAFE has 
again risen to the surface." The Chairman went on to say "as the matter had been discussed in 
detail over a long period of time there was nothing to gain from re-opening the debate." The 
Chairman was to meet with the Chairman of the ITAFE Board and the Deputy Director as soon 
as possible to re-access the structure. 

The structure is confirmed by extracts from the ITAFE Executive Committee minutes, 24 
September 1991, where it was agreed that the Director would recommend to the ITAFE Board 
that the Executive support the following: 

a. "that the ITAFE Executive prefer the present structure of eight Schools, 
School of Technology 
School of Construction Trades 
School of Mechanical Trades 
School of Electrical Trades 
School of Vocational Studies 
School of General Studies 
School of Business 
School of Tourism and Hospitality 
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b. if this is not acceptable to the ITAFE Board that the following structure be 
recommended: 
School of Transport and Electrical Trades 

School of Construction Trades 

School of Technology (including Electronics) 
School of Entry Level Studies 

School of Advanced Level Studies (Commerce and Administrative Studies) 
Division of Tourism and Hospitality 

The final structure accepted by the ITAFE Board and endorsed by the Deputy Secretary TAFE 
was to have five School. They where: 

School of Technology 
School of Construction and Engineering Trades 

School of Vehicle and Electrical Trades 

School of Commerce, Tourism and Hospitality 
School of Vocational and Access Studies 

The ITAFE Board endorsed the organization structure at its meeting on the 20 February 1992. 

This move probably caused the most dissection of all amalgamations. Staff moral, as discussed 
with the author by various staff at the time had never been lower. Whilst there was no recorded 

written evidence, it became evident from discussions with staff that few were happy with the 

proposed change. Management had not inspired confidence into the staff due to the way the 

operation was handled. The decisions were delayed further and further, until virtually as staff 

were proceeding on annual recreation leave in December 1991 when a decision was made. 

Unfortunately, there was insufficient time for staff to redress the decision and it went ahead. 

It is interesting to note that even as we record the history, the School of Vocational and Access 
Studies is going through even further turmoil. The Access Centre which amalgamated with the 
original School of Vocational Studies is unhappy with the amalgamation and is making every 
effort to split the School in two again. 

However the general direction we transverse in appears to be Steady as she goes, at the 
moment, within the Institute of TAFE, at least that's the appearance given on the surface. 



CHAP FER I 

THE BIRTH 

The birth of Prevocational Training and the course had a long and difficult gestation period. 

The actual Prevocational Trade Based Course, as it has become known, did not commence until 
1983. However the lead up to the eventuality was colourful. There had been by employers, 
and often still is, a scream that students do not have the capacity to handle what was previously 
known as as Apprenticeship, now know as a Contract of Training. 

Most of the early vocational training appears to have occurred with Aboriginal people, 
according to Archival File 76/246. Mention of the Aboriginal Vocational Training commencing 
at the DCC was made in the minutes of the twentieth meeting of the Training Resource 
Coordinating Committee held at the DCC on the 31 July 1979. 

Under Item Nine, the minutes state, Aboriginal Vocational Training commencing in Carpentry 
and Joinery with an intake of nine students. Most other Aboriginal training related to other 
educational areas such as Anthropology. The DCC also conducted training programs in places 
such as Minjilanga, Maningrida and Ngukurr. The programs were as diverse as boat hire 
services, typing and secretarial programs. It even referred to modular training in a letter written 
by Tom Gibson of Department of Employment and Industrial Relations for Aboriginal 
Communities in 1979. It appears the terminology now being 'coined" in the mid nineties is 
somewhat re-cycled. The reason for considering modular training was to provide a more 
flexible training system that permits, 'the trainee to develop his/her own ability and 
requirements. The training would be closely related to the labour market requirements; ie, 
directly related to work being carried out on communities as well as the training being relevant 
to the communities needs". (Seems that he was coining what is now being termed Competency 
Based Training - progressing at their own pace and in line with their own needs). 

Trade type training was organised for most Aboriginal Communities in the Top End according 
to the files. Aboriginal Vocational Training was widely conducted throughout 1975 to 1979. 
Courses were conducted in the trades of Carpentry and Joinery and later in Automotive. The 
Automotive trade aimed to teach driving habits, road safety and basic trade skills. In the 1977 
and 1978 handbooks, the title Aboriginal Vocational Training appeared. What did not appear, 
however, was the duration of the course in hours, content or even if the training was entry 
level. 
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The problem of poor Mathematics performance, lack of Mechanical Reasoning skills continued 
to exist in Apprentices. While there was the Aboriginal Vocational Training courses, not many 
of these students undertook Apprenticeships. Therefore, the problem perceived by employers, 
specifically Barclays and John Holland, who were applauded by their intake of Apprentices, 
did not go away, nor improve. These views were shared at the time by the DCC which were 
similarly dismayed at the standards of their Apprentices and where limited to the courses they 
could teach due to the lack of basic literacy and numeracy skills of the Apprentices. 

It was decided by the Apprenticeship Board that consideration should be given to a Pre-
Apprenticeship Course. The first reference to this Pre-Appren tice ship Course is for years 
eleven and twelve appears on the files in 1976. The poor Mathematics results directly 
contributed to these discussions. The aim of the course at the time was to prepare better bulk 
students to enter local employment in non academic or university oriented nature. 

With the intent of introducing such a course came the development of an Apprenticeship Test in 
Mathematics and Mechanical Reasoning or Dexterity. The first Apprentice Test conduced in the 
NT was in October 1977 and subsequently tests were held twice yearly and in 1982 , three 
times that year. This testing has all but gone by the board these days, except where lecturers 
request it. That is not to say that students are any better, if you listen to employers, but the fact 
of cost is making initiatives such as this prohibitive in times of financial constraint. 

In 1979 - 1980 a computer marking system was introduced to replace the manual marking 
system for the tests, however the manual marking system was reverted to using a template for 
marking in 1981. The Apprentice Test results were graded as "A", "B", "C" or "F". An "A" 
grade pass was considered for training of a high level of academic standard, eg: Fitting and 
Machining, Electrical Fitter and Fitter Mechanic. The "B" grade pass was suitable for trade 
with a moderate academic standard, eg: Motor Mechanics, Carpentry and Joinery. The "C" 
grade pass was deemed as being for students who needed a low academic ability for trades such 
as Signwriting, Panel Beating and Spray Painting and Cooking. An "F" was a failure. 
Prevocational training was almost assured with results of tests conducted in 1979, 1980 and 
1981. 

TABLE 1: Apprentice Test Results, 1979 -1981 

Year A B C F Total 
Students 

1979 108 158 302 502 1 079 
Nov 1980 29 92 118 202 441 
Nov 1981 38 56 109 125 328 
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The Apprenticeship Board had to concede the results from the tests were bad. In November 
1981 there were 1100 Apprentices training throughout the NT, employed by 470 public and 
private employers across thirty nine trades. There were ninety one percent Male Apprentices 
while Female Apprentices constituted none percent. Generally, the ages where: 

* Less than 17 years 75% 
* 18-20years 13% 
* Greater than 21 years 12% 

Education standards at the time reflected the poor pass rates: 

* Year9 6% 
* Year 10 35% 
* Yearll 48% 
* Year12 11% 

In October 1982, Geoff Chard, Chairman of the NT Industry Training Commission, the 
organisation responsible for Apprenticeship Training was charged with the duty of revising the 
Apprentice Test as a result of a report in July of 1982 called "A Report on Apprenticeship 
Review Committee 1982t.  

The terms of reference for the Committee at the time were to: 

* examine the effectiveness of the present Apprentice Test System 

* consider the introduction of some alternative systems should such change be warranted 

* establish minimum entry into defined groups trades 

* determine the basics of tests for candidates taking into account the desirable aptitude test 
and the introduce a process for ongoing monitoring of Apprentice performance 

At the time the report was commissioned, employers wanted consistent Mathematics and 
English Tests as well as some form of Mechanical Dexterity. Broadly the employers where in 
favour of the Tests. Respondents to the survey conducted by the committee found that thirty 
six percent of respondents gave reasons for the inclusion of both Mathematics and English as 
important to most Apprenticeships. 
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The recommendations of the committee, while broad and general where as follows: 

Endorsed that colleges had expressed a real concern with low levels of literacy and 
numeracy in many First Year Apprentices and a considerable difficulty would be 
experienced during their trade training. 

Employers have to date maintained that Secondary School reports have not provided an 
adequate basis for Apprenticeship selection. 

A present complaint of the system has been that there is not enough binding on 
employers and at the same time employers have reaffirmed their right to employ whom 
ever they wish. 

The committee recommended the continuation of the broad screening. 

Following the committees findings it was decided to consider the introduction of Prevocational 
Training at the DCC. The first reference of any seriousness to Prevocational Training 
considerations appear on the Archival File 76/18 1. This File also made reference to the Papua 
New Guinea Pre-Apprenticeship Scheme. Questions that were being asked regarding 
Prevocational Training and responses where: 

* What is it - as the name implies, courses of study especially designed to give students 
training in a trade prior to entry to employment 

* What will the content be - the course will need a high content of practical work 
with sufficient theory to enable students after completion to be more economically viable 
to employers. The theory and practical would need to vary from trade to trade eg: the 
theory for Refrigeration and Radio would need to be higher level than for Bricklaying. 

* Can a student enter an indenture afterwards - there should be some method of 
crediting some of the work towards an approved trade course or credit for practical 
completed. 

The introduction of Prevocational Training was supported by the minutes of the Australian 
Apprenticeship Advisory Committee on Archival File 73/87. The concept had been discussed 
as far back as 1974 but Pre-Apprenticeship Course were in place with a slightly different focus 
at the time. Archival File 73/87 stated that employers strongly endorsed the ILO 
recommendations on vocational training, No 117 of which clause Vi states: 
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1. Prevocational preparation should provide young people who have not yet entered 
employment induction to a variety of forms of work. Prevocational preparation should 
not be pursued that it be the deterrent of general education, nor should it replace the first 
phase of training. 

2. Prevocational preparation should include such general and practical instruction 
appropriate to the ages of the young person as calculated to: 

continue and supplement the education already received 
give an idea of development of taste and esteem for the practical work and 
develop an interest in training 
disclose vocational attitudes and thus assist in vocational guidance 
facilitate future vocational adjustment 

3. Prevocational preparation should include, wherever possible the familiarisation of 
materials and equipment common to a number of occupations. 

Also stated on Archival File 73/87, a Fleming, Assistant Director of Technical Education in 
Papua New Guinea (PNG) said "the experience of providing vocational education in PNG 
might be constructive. About twenty five percent of students who completed the eighth grade 
had previously been channelled into technical schools which was strictly vocational and they 
took stages one and two of particular trade courses. The effects on many students who had no 
special interest in trades was bad and equally bad on the unfortunate teachers. Therefore, 
special courses for those interested in moving into trades could only be good". 

By this time, South Australia, New South Wales and Queensland had been running 
Prevocational Courses for some time. The courses varied from eighteen weeks for Bricklaying 
in South Australia to thirty six weeks for general trades in New South Wales. Some courses 
where more successful than others. There was criticism that employers wanted better trained 
people to take on as Apprenticeships, yet when this had occurred they had not employed 
anywhere near all of the products of these courses in the states which had commenced the 
courses. 

Discussions took place with the Master Builders to try to ensure that if the course was 
introduced in the NT that the products of the course would be able to gain Apprenticeships or at 
the very least meaningful employment in the construction industry. These assurances where 
given to the Apprenticeship Board. Discussions in the meantime where occurring as to how to 
introduce the concept to the DCC. Prevocational training, as it is known, was to commence in 
1983 at the DCC. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE SUBMISSION AND CURRICULUM 

In February 1983 a document was created for the introduction of the Prevocational Course, 
which would form the basis of the accredited course. 

The document was called: 

A PROPOSAL FOR THE INTRODUCTION 
OF THE AWARD COURSE 

PRE-VOCATIONAL (TRADE BASED) IN 
ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION 

It is worth noting, that according to the documentation the submission to accredit/run the course 
was developed in February 1983, with a proposal to commence in Semester One 1984. 
However, there is another document, the curriculum document, titled Prevocational (Trade 
Based) Course 1983, that was used to run the course in 1983, which commenced with fifteen 
students in the course. Due to a lack of evidence, it may be assumed that the course in 1983 
was in fact a pilot program and in the meantime a course proposal was developed. 

The course of 1983 and the document proposal where both based on the Queensland System, 
documents amended 1981. The curriculum of the Queensland documents and NT 
developments will be further outlined in Chapter 3 

The proposal followed the following format: 

The course was to be known as the Prevocational (Trade Based) Course in 
EngineeringlConstruction TAFE Course. It was to commence in Semester One 1984 and was 
conducted within the School of Trades on the Casuarina Campus of the DCC. The need for the 
course was addressed under four specific headings: 

Educational skill deficiencies in beginning Apprentices 
Work skill deficiencies in beginning Apprentices 
Apprentice entrance tests 
The College experience with Stage One Apprentices in 1982 
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Educational Skill Deficiencies in Beginning Apprentices 

It was stated in Archival File 76/247, that since the College opened in 1974, a high proportion 
of new entrants into Apprenticeship programs had displayed serious deficiencies in basic 
numeracy and literacy skills. The introduction of ad hoc Mathematics and English testing in 
1975 had limited success. 

The remedial units being used were adding a further burden to students, increasing the load on 
those students least able to cope with the course. The proposal stated that this burden had even 
become more acute with the shift to block training (two by four week blocks per year). 

Work Skill Deficiencies in Beginning Apprentices 

There had been a further problem, highlighted by special Government initiatives (transition 
education programs), that of the transition phase from school to work. To date, there has been 
little emphasis placed on beginning Apprentices in terms of them adjusting to the workforce and 
a work environment. 

Apprenticeship Entrance Test 

This section, detailed the use of the Apprenticeship Test System that has been previously 
discussed in Chapter One. The DCC, in the submission document (p  2) went on to say "the 
test has failed to alleviate the problems faced by the new entrants into Apprenticeship 
programmes." This is evidenced by Table One - Apprentices Test Results 1979 - 1981 in 
Chapter One. This is further supported in the submission document, (p  3) which indicates, of 
the 432 applicants tested in November 1982, 201 failed the test. 

The test results further reflected the concern, that in 1982, Stage One intake of Apprentices at 
the College comprised of 342 students, 309 of whom were enrolled in Trades where an A or B 
grade pass is recommended. As indicated in Table One, Chapter One, only ninety four 
candidates in the whole NT in November 1981 passed the entrance test with either an A or B 
grade pass. 

The College Experience With Stage One Apprentices 

The college provided figures that indicated, of candidates tested, fifty two percent required 
remedial work in Mathematics, while twenty five percent needed remedial work in English and 
attrition rates remained in 1982 at levels well above acceptable(twenty percent or sixty nine 
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apprentices out of the 342 intake). It was said that this wastage was damaging for prospective 
Apprentices, and indeed, put the whole system in a position of compromise. 

Course Objectives 

The course objectives, located on page seven of the submission where quite detailed for a 
submission of its kind in 1983. The course is intended to allow the student: 

* To develop the basic skills, technical knowledge and understanding required for the pre-
requisites of subsequent industrial training across broad categories of trade based 
occupations. 

* The opportunity to progress to a specialised vocational education associated with the 
particular calling in which a student has displayed a particular aptitude and level of 
ability to successfully complete and which offers the opportunity for the future 
employment, advancement, security and personal satisfaction. 

* An educational experience which is a useful unit in the development of persons who 
subsequently may not choose to follow a technical vocation. 

* A means of developing an interest in and making an objective choice of a particular 
occupation or a career. 

* To develop personality traits, attitudes and work habits which should be beneficial to a 
student's activities in the work place and in society in general. A means of bridging the 
gap between school and society. 

Course Outline 

To achieve the course objectives, the course had included a work related Liberal Studies 
segment, which was undertaken by all students to support the Technology Strand. 

Entry Requirements 

There were two methods of entry to the proposed course detailed in the submission document, 
(p 9): 
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* Attained the age of fifteen years prior to the commencement of the course and completed 
Year Ten. 

* OR - in the opinion of the Principal the applicants age, maturity, experience, alternative 
educational achievements or other relevant factors the opportunity may be offered to the 
prospective candidate. 

Curriculum Development Committee 

The course outline followed closely the course from the Queensland Department of Education. 
The document stated that changes had been made in order to accommodate only those trades 
which were offered in the NT. 

Prior to the introduction of the course the submission document, (p  15) stated, 'a curriculum 
development committee was formed to finalise any outstanding curriculum". The committee 
consisted of: 

* A representative from the Vocational Training Board 
* Trade Lecturer representing specialist trade groups. 
* A person conversant with Trade Mathematics. 
* A person conversant with trade related English. 

Course Accreditation 

It was expected that for students who completed and passed the course and obtained an 
Apprenticeship, an exemption would be granted from the formal Stage One of the 
Apprenticeship. It was also expected that some reduction would occur in the length of the 
indenture due to the work experience component. 
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Course Structure 

Hours ner Week 

MODULES  

1 (14 weeks) 2 (8 weeks) 3 (14 weeks) UNIT 

Work Related Liberal Studies 

• Communication Skills 3 3 3 

• Work Adapted Human Movements 4 4 4 

• Human Relations 3 

15 

2 2 

Basic Trades Practices 

• Trade Calculations 2.5 

• Trade Science 4.5 

• Trade Drawing 3 

15 Engineering Trades Practices 

• Trade Calculations 2 

• Engineering Science 4 

• Electrical Science 5 

Construction Trades Practices 21 

• Trade Calculations 3 

• Construction Science 2 

Trade Group I Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 26 

Trade Group 2 Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 26 

Trade Group 3 Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 26 

Trade Group 4 Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 26 

Trade Group 5 Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 26 
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Resources To Mount The Course 

The submission indicated, to operate the new course additional resources would be required. 
The additional resources were required in the following areas: 

* Staffing - lecturing 
- clerical 

* Material/equipment 
* Technical support 
* Curriculum development 

The submission addressed funding requests for the years 1984 - 1986. 

Staffing 

In order to mount the program in two specialist trade groups only, the following hours were 
considered to be necessary to cover an enrolment of thirty students. 

HOURS 
(a) Work Related Liberal Studies (1 Group) 338 

10 hrs/week x 14 weeks and 9 hrs/week x 22 weeks 

(b) Basic Trade Practices (2 Groups) 700 
25 hrs/week x 14 weeks x 2 groups 

(c) Engineering Trades (1 Group) 208 
26 hrs/week x 8 weeks 
Construction Trade Practices (1 group) 208 

(d) Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
Trade Group 1 26 hrs/week x 14 weeks 364 
Trade Group 4 26 hrs/week x 14 weeks 364 

TOTAL COURSE HOURS 2182 

Under the award at the time, lecturers were permitted to teach 720 hours/year. The submission 
stated, on this basis, three additional staff would be required to cope with the new course. 
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Having said three full time staff would be required (Appendix A, p  44) for the course to operate 
effectively, the budget sought funding for only two as well as 338 hours of part-time funding. 
This therefore indicates that although the course needs three staff, it could now operate with 
2.47 staff. It is interesting to note further that the submission stated that Liberal Studies would 
need to be covered from part-time fund allocations if they were available. This leaves a small 
discrepancy, as to how the course was in fact operated, but there was no specific details how 
the staffing allocations actually took place. 

The submission (p  13) stated that, "additional clerical assistance was sought, up to ten 
hours/per week". However, there was no substantiation of what work was to occupy these 
hours. Having interviewed Dennis Kuhl, fourth of August 1992, he stated, "that the clerical 
support was used for a variety of tasks, such as, typing work experience forms for the 
students, answering queries from students, typing curriculum documents, lecture's notes for 
the course and other tasks as may be required". 

In 1984, to operate two specialist streams the staffing cost was estimated at $100,062.00. In 
1985 in order to bring a further two streams on line the submission required, in addition to the 
1984 costs a further $120,468.00 for staffing. This allowed for a further three full time 
lecturers in trades and a full time Liberal Studies lecturer. In 1985 the clerical support was to 
remain the same. In 1986, if trade group five were to be brought on line an additional 
$45,120.00 was required. This included a technical support person on a full-time basis. 

It is also interesting to note, that the budget was worded in such a way each time, that these 
were costs in addition to the previous year. Based on these calculations the program was 
anticipated to have, by 1986: 

* 6.0 Full-time Lecturing staff 
* 1.5 Full-time Clerical Staff 
* 1.0 Full-time Technical Staff 
* PLUS in 1986 0.47 Staff on a part-time basis 

Materials/Equipment 

The claim for materials and equipment seemed rather high, given that there were existing 
facilities from the Pre-Apprenticeship Courses which had been conducted. The claim for 1984 
was $45,000.00. The claims for 1985 and 1986 climbed in value, $150,000.00 and 
$80,000.00 respectively. 
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The budgets were unsubstantiated, although more specialist trade groups were brought on line, 
but there was no real explanation as to where the money was to be spent. There is no indication 
in the Archival Files as to whether the funds allocated where in fact ever supplied. 

Kuhi, coordinator of the program for several years, when interviewed was unable to shed any 
light on whether the budgets were provided in accordance with the submission. 

Technical Support 

Technical support was to take the form of Technicians in the Trade Departments. There appears 
to be a financial discrepancy on the amount of Technical Support provided for the program in 
1984. 

In the actual budget for 1984, Staffing, Technical Officer Grade One, the estimated cost is 
$29,690.00 (Appendix A, p  45), however in the summary page the actual figure is $6,048.00 
(Appendix A, p  46). It can only be assumed, as is implied, that the balance of the money for 
technical staff is provided from existing resources of the Pre-Apprenriceship Course and these 
resources would be transferred to the Prevocational Course. The same must be implied for the 
years 1985 and 1986. 

Curriculum Development 

As detailed in Appendix A, (p  44 to 62), a vast amount of work had been spent on the 
curriculum development of this program. It was demonstrated that, there was an intention to 
develop the students to their fullest capacity if possible. This is demonstrated by the content of 
the course, with such subjects as; Communications, Work Adapted Human Movement, Human 
Relations, Basic Mathematics, Basic Science, Trade Drawing and specific specialist trade 
streams. 

The hours for the various modules varied, depending on the stream the modules where aimed 
at, recalling some students would gain, in the future Apprenticeships requiring A Grade Passes 
while other would only require B Grade Passes. 

Apart from the Construction Stream, there were three Engineering Trade Groups. 
Engineering Trade Group 1 consisted of the following trades: 
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* electrical fitter mechanic 
* radio and TV 
* automotive electrical 

Engineering Trade Group 2 consisted of the following trades: 

* diesel and plant mechanic 
* fitting and machining 
* mechanics (motor cycle and marine) 
* motor mechanics 

Engineering Trade Group 3 consisted of the following trades: 

* metal fabrication welding 
* sheetmetal 
* panel beating 
* spray painting 

It is evident by the trades indicated in the Engineering Trade Groups that, Group One requires 
the A Grade Pass while Group Two requires the B Grade Pass and Group Three, the C Grade 
Pass for entry to the trades. This statement is based on the authors experiences over the years, 
considering the levels of Mathematics, English and degree of difficulty related to the theory and 
practice. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CURRICULUM CHANGES 

In the first instance, it is necessary to say that the course management, and consequently its 
development, to a large extent, was in the hands of the individual course coordinator. The 
course coordinators, as indicated in various Archival Files, were as follows: 

* Dennis Kuhl January 1983 to April 1987 
(then, Lecturer, Refrigeration and Airconditioning Department) 

* Jack Humphries April to December 1987 
(then, Assistant Head of School - Trades) 

* Warren Jessup January to October 1988 
(then, Head of Division, Division of Mechanical and Automotive Engineering, Faculty 
of Applied Science) 

* Neville Driver October 1988 to date 
(then, Lecturer, Plumbing and Sheetmetal Department, currently, Head of Department, 
Initial Vocational Training (Trades and Related), School of Vocational and Access 
Studies) 

Following development of the course submission, a course document was developed for 
accreditation. Archival File 83/1  indicates that the course was accredited as a Stream 3100 by 
the Technical and Further Education Advisory Council (TAFEAC) in 1983. The course is 
currently accredited by blanket accreditation by default of various amalgamations of DCC, DIT 
and NTU. This has been verified by Norm Buchan, Manager of the Academic Development 
Unit, ITAFE in his interview on the sixth of October 1992. The original accreditation was for a 
period of five years, 1983 to the end of 1988. 

However with the impending amalgamation of the DIT and UCNT, issues of re-accreditation 
were over shadowed by the amalgamation. Under approval of TAFEAC, blanket accreditation 
occurred to carry many courses for the time being whilst the new structure was settling in. 
Buchan further stated, "that many courses still have this blanket accreditation". Colleges are 
now able to accredit their own courses but this course, to date, has not received a particularly 
high priority in terms of its re-accreditation. 

th b 
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At the same time, the document was being accredited in 1983, Archival File 83/1  also states, 
approval to conduct the course was being sought from the NT Minister for Education, Marshall 
Perron. Verbal approval was given on the tenth March 1983, followed by written approval on 
the fifth April 1983. 

The curriculum documents which are available, those being 1983, 1984, 1985 and 1986 were 
sourced from various lecturers involved in the course over the years. These documents indicate 
that, few changes were made to the actual curriculum during the years 1984 through to 1987. 
If a curriculum document existed for 1987, and the author is assured by Kuhi it did, neither 
staff nor the University Archives have a copy. Even the documents which are available, did not 
actually have a year date on them, and as such, the author has had to accept the word of Kuhl, 
whom the author has no reason to doubt, that in fact these are the documents which were used 
for those years. The only exception was 1986, a date of publication or year of use was actually 
on the cover of the 1986 document. 

The documents which are available vary slightly in format, but basically the introduction, 
course description, general objectives and entry requirements are essentially the same material. 
All of the subjects detailed in Chapter Two, page fifteen, remained essentially the same. More 
trade streams did came on line, and as such, more trade descriptions occurred in the 1986 
document. The author feels sure, with the trend that was occurring, further trade descriptions 
would have been written into the 1987 document. This is an assumption, seeing no document 
exists, but it would be consistent with trends of previous years. 

It was evident, that as the years went by, authors of these document became more professional. 
Items of great improvement over the years were, reference texts, additional resource materials, 
improved teaching strategies and by 1987, the development of a student log book, developed at 
least in part by Leo Vette, then lecturer in the Fitting and Machining Department, now at the 
Port Pirie College of TAFE in South Australia. 

This log book was to be used by students during their work placements or as it is now called 
work experience. It was intended, as a result of discussions the author had with Vette, when 
the author took over as the Prevocational Coordination, for the log book to serve as a record 
book of all work experience placements.. It was only used in 1987 and 1988. The document 
was not updated when the transfer from DIT to NTU occurred. The principle of the log book 
has been maintained even today. Much of the book is now in loose leaf format and is provided 
to employers and students each time they proceed to work experience in industry. The concept 
of the log book was good, as verified by discussions between the author and various staff 
members at the time but various staff had said over the years, including the author, students 
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being students, they tended either to loose or disfigure the book to such an extent, that it would 
not serve a permanent record of their achievement as was its original intent. 

The log book listed the location of the employer, company name, telephone number, address of 
company, tasks undertaken, initative used, punctuality, work ethics and general comments to 
be filled in by the employer. Even today this process is conducted and if students wish details 
of their work experience, the document (if returned by the employer) is photocopied and given 
to the students. Many students use the reports when applying for a Contract of Training 
(previously known as an Apprenticeship). Discussions between the author and staff members 
indicated that the log book was probably the best innovation which occurred during the years of 
1983 to 1987. 

Many of these changes that occurred from 1987 and reported henceforth are the authors own 
experiences as the course coordinator. As the course coordinator from October 1988, not all 
changes were recorded in a curriculum document, because one does not truly exist at the 
moment. As author and course coordinator, much of the following information regarding the 
course is recorded from the authors memory and from funding submission documents, that 
have been written. This information is being recorded in the interests of the history being 
recorded. 

In 1988 a marked change occurred with regards to the curriculum. Jessup took over the 
coordination and the course curriculum changed to come more in line with Apprenticeship 
Training as it was then known. Most of the Liberal Studies and specific Science and 
Mathematics classes were dropped from the curriculum. Interestingly enough, documents to 
this effect are very light on the ground. However this was the case because Jessup briefed the 
author when he took over as the coordinator in October 1988, and the author was informed 
verbally as to how the course was run and indeed in the latter months of 1988 the author 
planned the 1989 course in the same vain as it had been described to him earlier by Jessup. 

There appears to be no documentation which substantiates the changes, who authorised them, 
or why they were made. It also highlighted the problem, that staff from the authors experience, 
including the author, had for some time been complaining about the calibre of the student 
received in trades, which had to receive the knowledge of the course. 

In 1989, having inherited the course in late 1988, the author also inherited the delegation to 
manage the funding for 1989, which was previously not part of the authors brief. Following 
discussions between the CES at the NTU and the School's Staff, a decision was taken that, 
students in 1989 would undertake training in two trades, that is they would undertake two by 
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four week blocks in two trades, say Plumbing and Draining and Diesel Mechanics if this was 
their chosen trades. It also meant that as more was expected from them, that a higher calibre 
student was required. As a result, the students would spend a total of sixteen weeks attending 
college and a further twenty weeks attending work experience, approximately half of the twenty 
weeks in each of their chosen trades. 

The rationale behind the decision was based on employment prospects. While Jessup had 
made significant changes in 1988, they had not gone quite far enough. Jessup had removed the 
components of Liberal Studies, Mathematics and English. This was in line with the trend to 
align the prevocational students with the trade Apprentices at the time, thus allowing the 
maximum amount of credit directly into the trade at the completion of the Prevocational Course. 

As of 1989, the course would be totally aligned with the Apprenticeship Training with 
maximum credits/exemptions in place. This decision would in fact enhance employment 
prospects of every student. They, if passing the course would now be able to seek an 
Apprenticeship in either of their trades. 

As it turned out, given the economic recession, this strategic move has on one hand assisted the 
students and on the other, due to fewer jobs not assisted the students in gaining employment. It 
has not been a burden to carry the additional knowledge, as most students chose trades which 
were allied to each other. eg:  Plumbing and Draining and Metal Fabrication Welding. The CES 
Officer involved in these decisions from 1989 to August 1992 was Sybil Russell. Russell with 
twenty some years in the Public Service has been a great asset to this and many other programs 
in terms of her experiences and input into selection and monitoring of students in various 
courses. Russells intimate knowledge of the CES System, her undying attention to her clientele 
and dedication to students has assisted in the management of the course over the years. 

Until 1989, both the Territory Training Centre and the NTU had both conducted the course and 
recruited individually within Darwin for prospective students. The problems were obvious, 
people applied to both centres, hoping to obtain a place in at least one place. Both centres of 
course wasted resources, in that they organised possible students to attend testing sessions, 
interviews and final call up. The centres were constantly "stealing" each others candidates. 
The year of 1989 was the last year of individual recruitment. 

During the latter part of 1989, Jim Richardson, Principal of the Territory Training Centre, HOS 
Vocational Studies and the author discussed the prospect of jointly advertising, testing, 
interviewing and selecting candidates, then conduct the courses individually from there. A 
decision was taken between the Territory Training Centre and the School of Vocational Studies 
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under the guise of Paul Polotnianka, HOS, to proceed in the manner discussed. This process 
has occurred every year since, with the assistance of a CES, represented by Russell who has 
been on the interview panel ever since. 

There has been no real course document since the author took over the course. That is not to 
reflect badly on staff of the School or the author, but simply saying that as students undertake 
the same work as an Apprentice, such that they do not need a separate curriculum document. If 
such a document did exist, it would need to describe virtually every trade available, as students 
still undertake two trades each year. It would also be a duplication within the present 
handbook, which is unnecessary as students would enrol in the same course units as 
Apprentices, now known as a Trainee. 

The prevocational students sit side by side with Trainees in the same classes, undertaking the 
same work and receiving the same credit for the work! When they gain a Contract of Training 
the recorded passes are credited to them. The major difference is that they do not have an 
employer when undertaking the Prevocational Training Course, but undertake work experience 
with a number of prospective employers during the year. 

Another initiative introduced to the course, as a result of discussion with staff in the authors 
Department, now requires students to undertake a one day course with St John Ambulance, the 
course being called, Accident Action. It is felt first aid training is essential, given that these 
students are working in an industrial area, many without any knowledge of how to apply basic 
first aid when necessary. This change to the curriculum was introduced as a result of 
discussion within the School, although it has never been formally ratified as part of the course, 
in terms of being documented in a curriculum document. It has however been included in the 
funding submissions since 1990 and has been budgeted for accordingly. 

A further modification of the curriculum, again introduced within the School without formal 
ratification, was the introduction of at least one, preferably two activity days. These days, one 
held in the first week of the course is used to introduce students to each other, creating social 
interaction because in most cases students do not know each other, most have recently left 
school and it is seen by staff as socialization into the TAFE world and introduction into the the 
NTU. The second day, usually half way through the course is used to share students 
experiences, see how things have gone, changes in life style, attitude and developments of 
personality. 

The HOS, Polotnianka, within the structure of the School has required, as a result of requests 
from funding bodies, remembering this course is externally funded from government agencies 
and not part of recurrent funding, a 'final report" on the progress of the students which goes to 
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the funding bodies. The HOS and the School has further provided the funding bodies a three 
month "follow up - on employment "report after the program has concluded. This report has 
determined the success of employment of the students who complete the course. The 
percentage completing the course and gaining a Contract of Training has been as high as 
seventy five percent in 1990. 

The final report, simply reports on the progress of the course, actual participants, dates of 
withdrawals and a confidential section on each students performance. The report also includes 
a questionnaire which students complete to assist the review process of the course. This 
questionnaire addresses principally the functioning of the course, how the students found the 
course, whether they gained employment, if known at this stage, degree to which the course 
has assisted their personal development and any deletions, additions or improvements that 
might be effected which would enhance the course development. 

The follow up report merely reports on the employment status of participants who completed 
the course. This report is usually conducted three months after the course is concluded. As the 
course concludes in the middle of December each year, the follow up report is usually sent to 
funding bodies by the end of March each year. This report contains information on 
employment, part-time, full-time, Traineeship, other employment, company name and type of 
work. 

Some of the participants have gained work in areas other than a Contract of Training. Some 
have also decided as a result of the course that more study is necessary, some returning to 
school to complete years not undertaken and other going onto other TAFE courses, pursuing 
courses of their interest. 

There is still a questionnaire in the assessment, to solicit views as a result of participants having 
been out of the course for three months. Most participants have found the course to have been 
of great benefit to them. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FUNDING/ENROLMENTS/EMPLOYMENT 

FUNDING 

In Chapter Two and in Appendix A, details of the funding have been provided from the 
submission document for the years of 1984 - 1986. However the Archival Files do not provide 
details of actual funds which were made available to conduct the course. There appears no 
ready source of information for the years 1983 - 1988 inclusive. On all issues, data is available 
but the areas of finance. 

Submissions for 1989 to date, have been more formal. Once a submission has been written, 
usually a meeting is held to discuss funding matters. This meeting has usually been called by 
Dennis Sutton, currently Assistant Director, Employment and Training Division, Department of 
Education. This meeting would "iron out" the actual funding available to Institutions and 
Colleges. Amazingly enough, irrespective of rising costs in the late eighties, early nineties a 
figure of approximately $3,000.00 per head has been tolerated in the budget for the years 1989 
- 1992 inclusive. 

The implications of the $3,000.00 per head are several. Primarily, given this figure has been 
used a bench mark for four years, it either implies costs are stagnant or creative book keeping 
has occurred. This monetary figure is however, a top up or supplementary funding. There is 
no way, based on a full cost recoverable exercise that $3,000.00 per head covers all costs. 

Costs are contained principally because staff teaching in Trades Departments are not paid by the 
program. With declining numbers of Apprentices, programs such as Prevocational Trades 
Based Course and others have been sustaining some of the Trade Departments. The salaries of 
most trade staff had previously been covered by recurrent budgets and it would be ethnically 
and morally wrong to double dip. However, as we move towards 1993 and funds are cut 
back, it may become necessary to cover at least some of the staffing costs in trades. 

The budget covers items such as, program coordination, secretarial support, some part time 
teaching, allocations designed to cover organising and monitoring work experience placements, 
as well as the appropriate/necessary on costs. The balance of the money provides safety 
apparel to students; eg: shorts, shoes and safety boots. In the case of Tourism and Hospitality 
students, a complete uniform is supplied. Consumables are paid to all Trade Departments at the 
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rate of $125 per student per trade in each semester. The money is used to supply any materials 
or minor equipment which is necessary to conduct the appropriate training. The budget also 

caters for the First Aid Training which has been considered essential since 1989. 

The funding which is made available for the course coordinator, for organising and monitoring 
work experience placements is partial contribution towards paying the salary of Jenny Smith, 
who conducts most of these tasks for the course, as part of her duties. As an adjunct to 
enrolment and funding duties, Smith has worked with the School and in particular with the 

author since 1989. Smith is a qualified Refrigeration and Airconditioning Mechanic by trade, 
as well as holding the academic qualification of Diploma of Teaching (Technical). 

ENROLMENT 

Enrolment numbers for 1983 to 1986 vary, depending on who was interviewed and which 
letters or facsimiles you refer to. Due to the student records of 1983 - 1987 having been 
archived, and the inordinate amount of time it would take to access all these records, research 
undertaken was in the form of interviewing Kuhl and by referring to Archival Files. 

The Archival File 83/1  had two documents attached which referred to numbers of participants. 
The documents were: 

Letter, 22 September 1986 to Michael Mc Cullum, then Director, Employment and 

Training, Department of Business Technology and Communications. 

This letter was signed by the Director of DIT, Kevin Davis, outlining commencing and 
completing numbers for 1983 - 1986 inclusive. 

2. Facsimile, 29 September 1986, to Dennis Sutton, Department of Business Technology 
and Communications, again signed by Davis. 

TABLE 2 1983 - 1986 COMMENCING PREVOCATIONAL STUDENTS 

YEAR COURSE 
COORDINATOR: 

KUHL  

LETTER TO: 
MC CULLUM 

FACSIMILE TO: 
SUTTON 

1983 15 15 14 
1984 15 21 12 

1985 30 27 24 

1986 30 30 30 
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Research has been unable to ascertain which figures are correct, in so far as 1983 - 1985 are 
concerned. Kuhl indicated in his interview, that his figures are based on the submission 
documents for that year. However, were these submission figures the actual commencing 
figures? It is reasonable to deduce, they might not have been correct as the Director of DIT, in 
writing to Mc Cullurn, would have surely received correct information from Student Services. 
However is the letter to Mc Cullum or the facsimile correct? Both documents that were sent to 
different people were forwarded by the Director of DIT. According to the dates on the 
document, they were sent only THREE DAYS APART. Thus the question must be asked; 
which figures are correct? 

The balance of commencements for 1987 - 1992 are listed in Table 3 below. 

TABLE 3 1987 - 1992 COMMENCING PREVOCATIONAL STUDENTS 

YEAR INTAKE NUMBER 
1987 One Only- January 45 
1988 One Only - January 30 
1989 One Only - January 30 
1990 One Only - January 30 
1991 Intake 1 - January 20 
1991 Intake 2- April 30 
1992 Intake 1 - January 30 
1992 Intake 2 - June * 6 

* Intake No 2, in June 1992 was not funded by the Authority or Government in terms of 
providing additional funds. In order to conduct a second Stage One block in 1992 for 
Cooking, given the Tourism and Hospitality Industry felt that it could absorb more graduates 
into the Industry, ITAFE covered the cost of six additional students from recurrent funding. 

When students enrol in the course, they enrol in two trades with the exception of those 
enrolling in Tourism and Hospitality. For example; if a student wished to undertake the Trades 
of Diesel Mechanic and Metal Fabrication Welding, the student would enrol in the following 
course code and units. 

The Course code is TPRVIT 
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The Unit codes would be: 

DIESEL 

PAD 511 Workshop Theory 1 
PAD 512 Workshop Practice 1 

METAL FABRICATION WELDING 

NBB 001 Communication and Industrial Relations 
NBB 002 Occupational Health and Safety 
NBB 003 Materials Handling 
NBB 004 Computing in Engineering 
NBB 005 Quality Concepts 
NBB 006 Machining 
NBB 008 Electrical Fundamentals 
NBB 009 Welding and Thermal Cutting 
NBB 010 Fabrication Techniques 1 
NBB 012 Engineering Drawing Interpretation 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

PCW 300 Work Experience * 

* The work experience unit was only created in 1992. It was realised when counting hours that 
the course was conducted and when looking at the course coordinators work load, that students 
did not get a true academic record from the University as the work experience hours (twenty 
weeks x forty hrs/week = 800 hrs) did not appear on their transcript. A new unit was created to 
complete the students records. This unit is given an 'Ungraded Pass", as it is not formally 
assessed. 

The benefits of students enrolling in two trade means, that if they complete and pass both 
trades, and many do, they can then go and look for a Contract of Training (formally known as 
an Apprenticeship) in either of the trades. Should they gain a Contract of Training , for 
example in Diesel, then the work completed is credited to them. The welding knowledge is not 
lost as most Diesel Mechanics at some stage or another will probably have to undertake some 
welding on plant or equipment. Most students undertake trades which are allied to each other, 
therefore complementing each other when they gain a Contract of Training. 
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In undertaking the training, students complete all of Stage One for both trades. This means 
they have spent eight weeks formally studying at the University in each trade discipline. The 
course is normally thirty six weeks full time. This means that twenty weeks of the year are 
spent undertaking work experience, which is divided into ten weeks for each trade 
approximately. The work experience is organised by the University and forms a compulsory 
part of the course. The students at the completion of the course are issued with a certificate 
saying they have completed the course as well as receive their results from the University. 

EMPLOYMENT 

Right from the outset, the course proposal of 1983, did not in any of its objectives (p 7) state 
that the outcome was for students to gain employment. This was implied, but never specifically 
stated in the objectives. The documents right up until the end of 1988 were in a similar vain. 

The result has been that no specific statistics have been kept over the years as to how many 
people have gained Apprenticeships as they were known at the time and how many gained other 
meaningful work as a result of the course. If statistics were kept they do not appear in Archival 
Files. In letters to Mc Cullum and Sutton, written by Davis, in Archival File 83/1, there is 
reference to how many students actually completed the course. In the letter to Mc Cullum, 
written 22 September 1986, the following details appeared: 

1983 15 commenced 3 completed 
1984 21 commenced 8 completed 
1985 27 commenced 7 completed 
1986 30 commenced 15 completed 

There was no other detail in the Archival File 83/1  as to why the completion numbers were so 
low. It may have been that some gained Apprenticeship, other simply left. It is the authors 
opinion that, in these years the various coordinators kept a lot of the information of the course 
in their local area because they were constantly working with it. The result was that it may 
never have been transferred to the Archival Files and consequently it was thrown away after a 
year or so. In earlier years from the authors experience within the Plumbing and Sheetmetal 
Department there was no requirement to transfer information to Archival Files, let alone much 
thought given to it. Therefore the author suspects much of the information used on a day to day 
basis would have been seen as irrelevant at the time and disposed of rather than kept for 
historical reasons. In the years of 1983 to 1988, the Trades Staff were not really encouraged to 
use Archival Files, let alone knew what they were. 
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This situation has changed markedly since the forming of the Institute of TAFE. When the 
School structure was set up and the School of Vocational Studies was formed, the 
Prevocational Trade Based Course came under the new school structure. The whole approach 
of this school was far more professional, due to the management of the school and that most 
funds were sought from outside agencies. A slick, professional operation ensured that the 
submissions were funded, often due to the way programs were managed. This was correct 
after the submissions for 1989, then the submissions stated, that a follow-up report would be 
provided to the funding agency on the employment status of students. This report was 
undertaken three months after the completion of the course. By this time those who were 
going to gain employment had done so. 

It is debatable if the School made a rod for its own back in supplying these reports or not. It is 
now the norm for these reports to be provided for all courses conducted. The benefit was that 
the School, providing reports like this convinced the funding agencies that it was professional, 
that it was serious about the issue of training and assisting in gaining employment for students. 
It could be debated that ITAFE was a training provider, so why were they so hung up on 
employment, surely that is the students problem? However, the facts are, staff were very 
dedicated to their job, as was discovered by discussions with staff by the author about the 
programs outcomes, and concerned that training should not be undertaken just for trainings 
sake, that there should be some positive outcomes other than students now had a better chance 
of gaining employment. 

The follow-up reports were and are quite comprehensive. They contain a summary of the 
program, introduction to streams covered that year, methodology used to gain the results from 
students, findings, discussions, a confidential section which contained comments by students 
on the course and finally, the questionnaire used to ascertain the information. The results of 
the follow-up reports have been quite encouraging, even during the years of recession, as 
Table 4 below indicates. 
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TABLE 4 - EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS 1989 -1991 ** 

YEAR TOTAL TOTAL % APPRENTICESHIPS OTHER PART- RETURNED UNEMPLOYED 

INTAKE EMPLOYED EMPLOYED [IRAINEESFllPS APPRENTICE- TIMEIFULL- TO STUDY 

SHIPS TIME 

EMPLOYED 

1989 45 28 62.2% 21 75% 5 2 4 

1990 32 24 75% 20 83.3% 4 3 5 

1991 20 15 75% 11 73.3% 4 2 3 
Intake 
No I  

1991 30 22 73.3% 10 45.5% 12 3 5 

Intake 
No 2  

** The numbers of employed in the various categories has been taken from the Follow-Up 
Reports. The course concludes around the middle of December each year. The follow-up 
report for the 1989 intake was followed up in June 1990, while the 1990 intake report was 
completed in April 1991. The reports for the two programs in 1991 were both completed in 
April 1992. 

It is interesting to note that Intake Number One, 1991 was more successful than was Intake 
Number Two. In a general discussion by staff who work within this program, it has been felt 
that the recession affected both groups equally. A discussion between Smith and the author 
concluded, supported by test results, that, Intake Number One commenced in February when a 
greater choice of students were available to the program and the test results we more than 
satisfactory. Intake Number Two, on the other hand, had insufficient numbers and the bottom 
of the barrel was being scrapped to commence this course which started in the middle of 
Semester One, 1991, in fact April 1991. The results were, that sufficient level of good 
students were not available at the time of recruitment. The outcome was, a group of students 
which generally were not up to standard, consequently the employment outcomes were also 
below that of Intake Number One. 

Many (N = Twelve) have gained employment not related to Contracts of Training. It is 
uncertain what type of work was gained, but it is reasonable to assume, positions gained 
would require a lesser academic ability, given the poor test results by comparison to Intake 
Number One. 
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When interviewing Kuhi, one interesting employment statistic was uncovered, that of an 
Aboriginal student. The student was in the first Prevocational class in 1983. The trade the 
student chose to follow was Metal Fabrication Welding. Transcon employed the student as an 
Apprentice Boilermaker and he completed the trade successfully. The student is now 
undertaking an Associaie Diploma in Mechanical Engineering with the Northern Territory 
University. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS - WHERE IS THE COURSE GOING? 

To suggest where the course is headed is purely speculation. TAFE has always been subject to 
a number of Government reports, Mayer, Finn and Carmichael to name a few recent one. As 
such, programs have and always will be subject to the whims of the politicians, particularly 
federal politicians. The national scene, in terms of the money injected into the Northern 
Territory for youth/unemployed training has continued to grow. 

The money for 1993 is being channelled through the Northern Territory Authority which is 
called the Northern Territory Education and Training Authority (NTETA), who are making the 
decisions as to its allocation based on the wishes of the Federal Government. In 1993 the 
School of Vocational and Access Studies has already been informed that funding is available 
for 135 places. Some of this money is available through recurrent funding and the balance, 
through what the Government is calling growth funds. the approximate value of funding for 
these places is $463,00.00. 

Planning for the intake of so many students is well underway, with many students being able 
to undertake the usual two trades. Forty five positions have been set aside for the Tourism and 
Hospitality Industry while the other ninety positions are in general trades. Final details of 
allocations for 1993 are not yet available but the coordinator, from 1993, Smith says, 
'planning is well underway'. 

In terms of future direction, one plan or series of ideas which have been floated around by the 
School for some time is to combine the programs of Prevocational Trade Based Course, 
Preparatory Course for Aborigines in Trades and the Preparatory Course For Women in 
Trades. 

The latter two courses have a similar structure as they were modelled from each other. Both 
courses have some Metals Broad Based Modules in them which, depending on the trades 
students undertake, can articulate into the Prevocational Trade Based Course. 

It is the authors view that, ideally, the ultimate course could be to have a Trade Preparatory 
Course, with three streams in it. These streams could be the current three programs. It would 
be envisaged that a core of subjects would exist, generic subjects relevant to all the steams, 
then branch off to the specific modules relevant to the course concerned. More and more 



emphases in the last five years has been placed on articulation and cross credits. This is the 
way of the future, with the recognition of prior learning taking a front seat more and more in 
the future. Students will need to be given more credit for known knowledge than has been the 
case in the past. 

National development of curriculum documents will play a greater role in the future. More 
training is being written in the form of Module Descriptors, which are then developed into 
Resource Packages. The training is moving further towards Competency Based Training 
(CBT). The concept of self-paced learning is gaining momentum. Developments with open 
learning and video conferencing may soon mean that all that can be taught in a capital city, in 
terms of resources is available to remote settlements via video conferencing. These students 
who are not located in main centres may soon be as well off as the student of the city given the 
latest developments. 

The author believes the future of training, the progress students make is only limited by the 
imagination of man and technological developments. Technology is moving faster than the 
training of suitable staff, so they may keep abreast of the technology, using it to the benefit of 
students. 
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APPENDIX A 

A PROPOSAL FOR THE INTRODUCTION 

OF THE AWARD COURSE 

PREVOCATIONAL (TRADE BASED) IN 

ENGINEERING/CONSTRUCTION 

Program Hours 
HOURS 

(a) Work Related Liberal Studies (1 Group) 338 
10 hrs/week x 14 weeks and 9 hrs/week x 22 weeks 

(b) Basic Trade Practices (2 Groups) 700 
25 hrs/week x 14 weeks x 2 groups 

(c) Engineering Trades (1 Group) 208 
26 hrs/week x 8 weeks 

Construction Trade Practices (1 group) 208 

(d) Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 

Trade Group 1 26 hrs/week x 14 weeks 364 
Trade Group 4 26 hrs/week x 14 weeks 364 

TOTAL COURSE HOURS 2182 

At the time, Lecturers under the award were permitted to teach 720 Hours/year. The additional 
staff would number three to cover the trade knowledge section of the course. Liberal studies 
would be required to be covered from part-time funds if they were available. The program will 
generate additional loads for technicians of 20 hours/week and Clerical Staff an additional 10 
hours/week. 
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Costs associated with staff, 1984 - 1986 

Staff Cost 1984 

Lecturers Grade 3 (2 @ $31 000) 
Lecturer Grade 3 (part-time teaching) 338 hrs @ $15.54/hr 
Technical officer Grade 1 (3) 
Clerical Support 360 hrs @ $7.00/hr 

TOTAL STAFFING COSTS 1984 

$ 62 600.00 
5 252.00 

29 690.00 
2520.00 

$ 100 062.00 

For the funding to be contained at this level there were certain conditions to be applied: 

* This assumed that the Pre-apprenticeship Lecturer from Carpentry and Joinery would 
transfer to Prevocational Training. 

* That the Lecturer Grade 3 range would only appoint staff to Prevocational Training at a 
mid point. Any higher than the mid point would serve to blow the budget out. 

* It would be necessary to appoint a full-time Technician to establish the workshops and 
equipment. The budget claimed this support would not be required in 1985. 

Staff Cost 1985 

In order to mount a further two specialist trade Groups in 1985 the programme will need to 
double its resources. 

Lecturers Grade 3 3 @ $31 300 $ 91 900.00 
Lecturer Grade 3 (Liberal Studies) 26 048.00 
Clerical Support 360 hrs x $7.00/hr 2250.00 

TOTAL ADDITIONAL STAFFING COSTS 1985 $ 120 468.00 

Staff Costs 1986 

The budget states that a decision would have to be made during 1985, as to whether to include 
Trade Group 5 or to expand further Groups 1 - 4. In either event the predicted costs were: 
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Lecturer Grade 3 $ 31 300.00 
Lecturing Part-time 338 hrs @ $15.54/hr 5 254.00 
Technical support 720 hrs @ $8.40/hr 6048.00 
Clerical support 360 hrs @ $7.00/hr 2520.00 

TOTAL ADDITIONAL STAFFING COSTS 1986 $45 120.00 

Facilities 

1984 Alterations to existing demountable to act 
as a homeroom for 30 students for 1 year $ 5 000.00 

1985 Alterations to Metal fabrication Workshop 
including provision of 2 classrooms for 30 
students each $ 100 000.00 

1986 Facilities for Specialist Trade Group 5 

including workshop area and classroom 
for 15 students $ 50 000.00 

Plant And Equipment 

1984 Engineering (Trade Group 1) hand tools, 
power tools etc $ 10 000.00 

Note: Construction (Trade Group 4) will use existing 
equipment vacated by pre-apprenticeship 
course in Carpentry and Joinery 

1985 Engineering (Trade Group 2) hand tools, 
power tools etc $ 10 000.00 

Engineering (Trade Group 3) hand tool, 
power tools etc 10 000.00 

Total 1985 $ 20 000.00 
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1986 Construction (Trade Group 5) hand tools, 
power tools etc $ 10 000.00 

Consumables Expenditure 

1984 Engineering (Trade Group 1) $ 20 000.00 
Construction (Trade Group 4) additional to 
pre-apprenticeship programme 10 000.00 

Total 1984 $ 30 000.00 

1985 The following expenses where additional to 1984 

Engineering (Trade Group 2) $ 20 000.00 
Engineering (Trade Group 2) 20 000.00 

Total 1985 $ 40 000.00 

1986 The following expenses are additional to 1984 plus 1985 

Construction (Trade Group 5) $ 20 000.00 

Summary of Resource Costs (December 1982 costs) 

NOTE: These figures assumed the existing resources from the pre-apprenticeship course in 
carpentry and Joinery are transferred to the new program. 

Category 1984 1985 1985 

$ $ $ 

Lecturing 100 062 220 530 265 650 

Technical Support 6048 30000 36048 

Clerical Support 2 520 5 040 7 560 

Building 5 000 100 000 50 000 
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Plant and Equipment 10000 30000 40000 

Consumables 30000 70000 90000 

Curriculum And Units 

The unit outlines were very comprehensive. In all, given the number of proposed steams, there 
were 28 units. The details of the units were as follows: 

Communication Skills 
Work Adapted Human Movement 
Human Relations 
Basic Trade Practices 
Basic Trade Practices - Trade Calculations 
Basic Trade Practices - Trade Science A and B 
Basic Trade Practices - Trade Drawing 
Engineering Trade Practice 
Engineering Trade Practices - Trade Calculations 
Engineering Trade Practices - Engineering Science 
Engineering Trade Practices - Electrical Science 
Construction Trade Practice 
Construction Trade Practice - Trade Calculations 
Construction Trade Practice - Construction Science 

TRADE GROUP I 
Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies - Trade Calculations 
Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies - Trade Drawing 

TRADE GROUP 2 
Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies - Trade Calculations 
Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies - Trade Drawing 

TRADE GROUP 3 
Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies - Trade Drawing 
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TRADE GROUP 4 

Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 

Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies - Trade Calculations 

Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies - Trade Drawing 

TRADE GROUP 5 

Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies - Trade Calculations 

Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies - Trade Drawing 

Work Related Liberal Studies 

Unit Name: Communication Skills 

Duration: 3 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 1) 
3 hrs/week x 8 weeks (Module 2) 
3 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Unit Objective: 

The main objective of this unit is to develop skills in writing good English and to encourage 
clear precise speech and thinking. 

Unit Description: 

The unit will cover four main areas relating to communication skills: 

Introduction to communications - students will be made aware of the need for 
communications, communication in verbal and non-verbal forms, communication 

machines and will be instructed in the use of Resource Centres. 

Communicating with words - this covers listening and responding skills, verbal 
instruction, verbal feedback, specialised vocabulary and vocabulary building. 

Communication through writing - report writing, letter writing, interpretation of charts, 

graphs, diagrams, as well as various reading skills will be covered. 

Special communication skills - this area will deal with those skills necessary for 

activities such as meeting and meeting procedures, interviewing, public speaking and 
communicating with clients. 
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Unit Name: Work Adapted Human Movement 

Duration: 4 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 1) 

4 hrs/week x 8 weeks (Module 2) 
4 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Unit Objectives: 
Human movements must be aimed at developing students' motor skills, neuromuscular 
coordination and general fitness along with understanding of these areas. 

This should lead students to an understanding of how they might attain proficiency in 

fundamental movements thus enhancing their perceptual motor abilities which in turn would 
make them less prone to accidents. 

Unit Description: 
In Module 1, the content will emphasise skill related aspects of fitness and their importance to 
trade areas (ie: coordination, agility, reaction time), health related aspects of fitness and their 
importance to trade areas (ie: muscular and cardiovascular endurance, strength, flexibility), and 
exercising in which the development of strength, flexibility and endurance will be emphasised. 

Module 2 will deal with sufficient safeguards for health. A 'health risk analysis' component 

will look at the source and nature of various health risks (eg: carcinogens, pollutants, noise) 

together with their long term effects and the avoidance of these risks. Health hazards at work 
and home, their minimization or elimination will also be studied. 

Module 2 will also cover the bio-mechanical analysis of trade techniques. Involved in this will 

be the lifting and carrying of equipment, ergonomics, analysis of trade techniques (eg: correct 
method of using tools, handling materials) and the effects of incorrect handling of loads. 

In Module 3, students will undertake to complete the requirements for the St Johns' Ambulance 

Association Certificate in 'First Aid to the Injured'. 

Unit Name: Human Relations 

Duration: 3 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 1) 

2 hrs/week x 8 weeks (Module 2) 
2 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 
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Unit Objective: 
This unit will aim to broaden the students' outlook and to develop an enquiring mind. The 
student will also learn something of the individuals' responsibility to the community. Decision 
making, awareness of values,the development of character and interpersonal relationships and 
skills that will be enhanced in this unit. 

Unit Description: 
Initially the unit will focus on the awareness of self (feelings, attitudes, values, needs and 
wants), moving on to awareness of others (individual differences, relationships, roles and 
status, power and authority). 

The individuals' relationship to his community and society will be explored in terms of roles, 
privileges and responsibilities. Australian society will be examined in the context of population 
and lifestyle diversity, government and current affairs. Knowledge of the community resources 
and avenues for participation in community life will also be covered. 

The individual in his role as an income earner will be studied and relevant skills transmitted (ie: 
finding and keeping employment, banking and insurance, consumer protection). 

Changes in society will also be considered and topics for study may include, for example, the 
effect of changing technology on work, the energy crisis, changing role of women, population 
and resources etc. 

Engineering/Construction 

Module Name: Basic Trade Practices 

Duration: 15 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 1) 

Module Objective: 
To expose the student to all the basic skills and technical aspects of Engineering and 
Construction Trades. To develop in the student an awareness of the various trade callings so as 
to enable him/her to make an objective choice between Engineering or Construction in Module 2 
of the course. 
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Module Description: 
The syllabus will cover general safety, work safety and safe electrical practices as well as the 
effects of gases, acids, flammable liquids etc and associated safety procedures. Emergency 
procedures, techniques in fire prevention and firefighting, and first aid will also be covered. 

Other topics will include materials (identification, description, suitability for use etc); 
measurement; marking out; hand and bench tools, drills and drilling machines, grinders, metal 
working lathes, woodworking machines, welding (oxy-acetylene and electric arc) and brazing 
apparatus. 

The student will also study bearings (various types, effectiveness etc), heat treatment, surface 
treatment and finishes, manual skills for motor trades, electrical trade practices and the use of 
fibre rope (knots and splices). 

Module Name: Basic Trade Practices - Trade Calculations 

Duration: 2.5 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 1) 

Unit Objective: As per Basic Trade Practices 

Unit Description: 
The student will study the following methods of calculations as applied to trade practices: 
arithmetic (decimals); ratio and proportions; surface areas; cubic capacity and volume. 

Module Name: Basic Trade Practices - Trade Science A and B 

Duration: 4.5 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 1) 

Unit Objective: As for Trade Practices 

Unit Description: 
Trade Science A deals with the following: measurement (metric system, technical measurement 
procedures, electrical units etc); mass, force and acceleration; mechanical work, energy and 
power; moment of force; torque; stress/strain; hydraulic principles and friction. 

Trade Science B covers the following: heat; the effect of heat on volume; Otto cycle (4 Stroke); 
Clerk cycle (2 Stroke); diesel engine, magnetism. 
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Module Name: Basic Trade Practices - Trade Drawing 

Duration: 3 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 1) 

Unit Objective: As for Basic Trade Practices 

Unit Description: 
The introductory component of Trade Drawing will outline the necessity for graphical or 
drawing two-dimensional representation of three-dimensional objects. Scale representation will 

also be presented. 

The unit will proceed to examine the functions and uses of the following: Standards and codes; 
drawing equipment; types of lines; letters; numerals; and symbols; dimensioning; geometrical 
definitions; geometrical terms; plane geometry; geometrical projection; orthogonal projection; 
sectional views; isometric drawing; oblique projection and sketching. 

Engineering Trade Group (Module 2) 

Module Name: Engineering Trade Practices 

Duration: 15 hrs/week x 8 weeks (Module 2) 

Module Objective: 

To expose the student to further skills and technical aspects of the Engineering Trades. To 

develop in the student an awareness of the various trade callings so as to enable him/her to 
make an objective trade group choice for Module 3 of the course. 

Module Description: 

The following topics will be covered in the syllabus: job profiles (outlining the functions of 
engineerings tradesmen); portable power machinery; static power machinery; and screw 
threads. 

Several topics in this module extend the basic skills developed in Module 1. These are: 
measurement, marking out, hand and bench tools, setting out and oxy-acetylene cutting. 

Module Name: Engineering Trade Practices - Trade Calculations 

Duration: 2 hrs/week x 8 weeks (Module 2) 
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Module Objective: As for Engineering Trade practices 

Module Description: 
The syllabus in this module covers the following: graphs, geometry (Pythagoras theorem); 

transformation of formulae and substitution; trigonometrical functions; and calculations from 
trade drawings. 

Module Name: Engineering Trade Practices - Engineering Science 

Duration: 4 hrs/week x 8 weeks (Module 2) 

Module Objective: As for Engineering Trade Practices 

Module Description: 

Engineering Science will cover the following topics in the syllabus: momentum; work and 
energy; machines, efficiency and power; structural principles; strength/stability; loading; 
stress/strain; and torque. 

Module Name: Engineering Trade Practice - Electrical Science 

Duration: 5 hrs/week x 8 weeks 

Module Objective: As for Engineering Trade Practices 

Module Description: 

This unit will cover the following topics: electron theory, electrical units, production of 

electromotive force, cells and batteries, battery types and current flow, resistance, effects of 

temperature on resistance, general circuits containing resistance, circuits, power in resistive 
circuits and electrical power and energy. 

Construction Trades Group (Module 2) 

Module Name: Construction Trade Practices 

Duration: 21 hrs/week x 8 weeks (Module 2) 
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Module Objectives: 
To expose students to further skills and technical aspects of the Construction trade. To develop 
in the student an awareness of the various trade callings so as to enable him/her to make an 
objective trade group choice for Module 3 of the course. 

Module Description: 
The following topics are covered in the syllabus: job profiles (outlining the responsibilities of 
persons engaged in the construction industry); By-Laws; project sequence; setting out and 
levelling; portable power machinery; static power machinery; furniture; hardware; sheetmetal 
(jointing procedures). 

Module Name: Construction Trade Practices Trade Calculations 

Duration: 3 hrs/week x 8 weeks (Module 2) 

Module Objective: As for Construction Trade practices 

Module Description: 
The Trade Calculations component will include the following subjects: Pythagoras" theorem; 
transpose formulae; calculations from drawings; and costing. 

Module Name: Construction Trade Practices - Construction Science 

Duration: 2 hrs/week x 8 weeks (Module 2) 

Module Objective: As for Construction Trade Practices 

Module Description: 

The topics covered in the Construction Science syllabus are: work and energy; machines; 
efficiency and power; structural principles; loading; stress/strains; and including inclined plane 
(wedge). 

Engineering Trade Group 1 
- Electrical Fitter/Mechanic 
- Radio & TV 
- Auto Electrical 
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Module Name: Trade Group 1 Specialist Trade Practices and Associated 

Studies 

Duration: 23 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: 
To expose the students to further skills and technical aspects of the specialist trade groups to a 
standard equivalent in training to that of a first year apprentice of each trade within the group. 

Module Description: 
Syllabus topics to be covered in this module are as follows: meters and instruments; resistors; 
electromagnetism; electromagnetic induction; A.C. circuits (with induction only); capacitors, 

capacitive effects; series and parallel connection of capacitors; A.C. circuits (with capacitance 
only);A.C. circuits combinations of L, C and R; transformers; D.C. armature; D.C. generators; 

D.C. starter motors; transformer application; PN junctions; diodes; rectifier circuits; filter 

circuits for power supplies; transistor theory; power supplies; audio amplifier; test instruments; 
fault finding in an audio frequency amplifier; automotive wiring; automotive lighting; the 
electrical supply industry; SAA wiring rules; materials, accessories and fittings (those in 
common use in electrical industry); cables; wiring systems; and portable electrical equipment. 

Module Name: Specialist Trade Practices & Associated Studies 
- Trade Calculations 

Duration: 2 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: As for Specialist Trade Practices. 

Module Description: 
Trade Calculations in Trade Group 1 includes the following: indices, logarithms, 
transformation of formulae and substitution, and vectors (as applied to electrical circuits). 

Module Name: Specialist Trade Practices & Associated Studies 
- Trade Drawing 

Duration: 1 hr/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: As for Specialist Trade Practices. 
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Module Description: 
Trade Drawing in Trade Group 1 includes the following topics: electrical symbols; schematic 
diagrams and block diagrams; wiring diagrams; architectural symbols; building materials; 
service identification (recognising from building plans symbols for major services eg. natural 
gas, water, steam etc); electronic circuit symbols; and printed circuit art work. 

Engineering Trade Group 2 
- Diesel and Plant Mechanics 
- Fitting and Machining 
- Mechanics (Motor Cycle and Marine) 
- Motor Mechanics 

Module Name: Trade Group 2 Specialist Trade Practices and Associated 
Studies 

Duration: 22 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: 
To expose the student to further skills and technical aspects of the specialist trade groups to a 
standard equivalent in training to that of a first year apprentice in each trade within the group. 

Module Description: 
The syllabus topics to be covered in this module are as follows: fitting; turning; external screw 
cutting; shaper; selection and use of workshop manuals; physics of metal cutting; major petrol 
components; petrol engines; cylinder heads; fuels; fuel pumps; lubricants and lubrication oil 
seals, gaskets and '0' rings; lubrication and maintenance (cooling systems); wheels and tyres; 
welding; lighting (automotive); lighting circuits; circuit tests; relays; coil ignition systems; spark 
plugs; flywheel magneto; and electric service precautions. 

Module Name: Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
- Trade Calculations 

Duration: 2 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: As for Specialist Trade Practices. 
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Module Description: 
Trade Calculations in Trade Group 2 includes the following: indices, transformation of 
formulae and substitution, and vectors (definition, addition, subtraction and resolving). 

Module Name: Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
- Trade Drawing 

Duration: 2 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: As for Specialist Trade Practices. 

Module Description: 
Trade Drawing in Trade Group 2 includes the following: letters, numbers and symbols; 
Standards and Codes; geometrical definitions and terms; isometric drawing; oblique drawing; 
orthogonal projection; sectional views; dimensioning; auxiliary drawing and views; 
conventional break lines; sketching; and reading of drawings and calculations. 

Engineering Trade Group 3 
- Metal Fabrication/Welding 
- Sheetmetal 
- Panel Beating 
- Spray Painting 

Module Name: Trade Group 3 Specialist Trade Practices and Associated 
Studies 

Duration: 24 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: 

To expose the student to further skills and technical aspects of the specialist trade groups to a 
standard equivalent in training to that of a first year apprentice in each trade within the group. 

Module Description: 
The syllabus topics to be covered in this module are as follows: manufacture of steel; forging 
and heat treatment of high carbon steels; sheetmetal materials; metal fabrication (basic tools); 

machinery (operational procedures for workshop machines); workshop heating appliances 
(forge, blast and exhaust systems, furnaces, fuels etc); marking out; calculations; forging 
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practice; welding and cutting; basic welding procedures; electric arc welding; machine flame 
cutting; metal fabrication processes (workshop practice); simple forging exercises; bending; 
forging and welding; tool work; spring smithing; hammer work; fabrication (assembly 
procedures for components marked and cut); laying out (procedures when developing patterns 
for cylindrical surfaces); machine operation (setting up, safety, plate rolling); edge treatment of 
metal; general bench work; basic square work; duct work (introductory airconditioning duct 
work); exhaust work; systems data (hydraulic); body fillers; surface preparation; corrosion; 
lighting; lighting circuits; circuit test; and fibreglass and reinforced plastic. 

Module Name: Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
- Trade Drawing 

Duration: 2 hrs/week x 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: As for Specialist Trade Practices. 

Module Description: 
Trade Drawing in Trade Group 3 includes the following: parallel line development; radial line 
development; allowances and thicknesses; rivetting and welding symbols; square net (grid); 
triangulation. Panel Beating also includes drawing comprehension (reading of sectional views 
and details) and vehicle body and truck terminology. 

Construction Trade Group 4 
- Carpentry and Joinery 
- Cabinetmaking 
- Woodmachining 
- Plumbing 

Module Name: Trade Group 4 Specialist Trade Practices and Associated 
Studies 

Duration: 245 hours over 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: 
To expose the student to further skills and technical aspects of the specialist trade groups to a 
standard equivalent in training to that of a first year apprentice in each trade within the group. 
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Module Description: 
The syllabus topics to be covered in this module are as follows: materials (relevant to Group 4 
trades); terminology; job planning and sequence of operations; setting out (full-size details from 
working drawings and specifications); machine operations; joinery, internal fitments and 
furniture; construction project (applying extensions of basic skills previously developed in the 
fabrication of a suitable structure); stairs; roofing; scaffolding; water supply systems; pipe 

fitting; cisterns and flush valves; water softeners and filters; water supply faults and repairs; 
water supply testing and permits; sanitary plumbing; pipe bending; gutter; downpipes; and lead 
work. 

Module Name: Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
- Trade Calculations 

Duration: 35 hours over 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: As for Specialist Trade Practices. 

Module Description: 

Trade Calculations in Trade Group 4 includes the following: calculations from drawings; stairs 

(methods and procedures required for stair calculations); water supply calculations. 

Module Name: Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
- Trade Drawing 

Duration: 84 hours over 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: As for Specialist Trade Practices. 

Module Description: 

Trade Drawing in Trade Group 4 includes the following: parallel line development (develop 

surface area of 'right' and 'oblique' forms); radial line development (determine true length of 

inclined lines, develop surface area of truncated 'right' pyramids); plumbing patterns; 
constructional (reading working drawings of timber dwellings and the drawing of joinery 
details, sectional details, water supply layout etc). 

Construction Trade Group 5 
- Bricklaying 

- Floor and Wall Tiling 
- Plastering (Solid) 
- Painting and Decorating 
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Module Name: Trade Group S Specialist Trade Practices and Associated 
Studies 

Duration: 311 hours over 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: 
To expose the student to further skills and technical aspects of the specialist trade groups to a 
standard equivalent in training to that of a first year apprentice in each trade within the group. 

Module Description: 
The syllabus topics to be covered in this module are as follows: materials (production relevant 
to Group 5 trades); terminology; solid bases and renders; finishes; stud wall render; timber 
floor (preparation for render, finishing etc); tiling materials; setting out; tile cutting; tile fixing; 
lining materials; cornices; remedial work; classification of bricks and blocks; building set out; 
bonds in brickwork; piers; damp proof coursing; base walls; brick veneer; jointing; brick steps 
and paving; ornamental work; concrete masonry; scaffolding; surface preparation for painting; 
material application; colour study; polychromatics and colour matching; stencil work; glass 
work; frosting; lining; paperhanging. 

Module Name: Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
- Trade Calculations 

Duration: 21 hours over 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: As for Specialist Trade Practices. 

Module Description: 
Trade Calculations in Trade Group 5 includes the following topics related to trade situations: 
concrete and brickwork (estimating required quantities of materials); floor and wall finishes 
(estimating quantities and cost of materials). 

Module Name: Specialist Trade Practices and Associated Studies 
- Trade Drawing 

Duration: 32 hours over 14 weeks (Module 3) 

Module Objective: As for Specialist Trade Practices. 
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Module Description: 
Trade Drawing in Trade Group 5 includes the following topics: brickwork (reading drawings, 
sketching, drawing in orthogonal/isometric details); orthogonal projection (plans, elevations to 
represent domestic buildings). 
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